
A Tessa is experimentingwithtonal
variation in paint.The original colour

ofthe paint in the tube or tub is often

notthe best (or most appropriateJ

col ou r, a n d pai nt- mixi ng wil I e nabl e

gouto find a colourthatis more
re I eva nt to g o u r i nte nti o ns.

A These three exhibition views demonstrate some of
the approachestaken by different students, with

examples of work displaged on walls and panels,

easels and tables.

What is the exhibition?
It's time now to turn your attention to the event that is the practical

culmination of your visual arts course, an event that is a celebration as

well as visual statement: the exhibition.

So, what is an art exhibition? In general terms, it is traditionally a space

where an audience encounters art. Your exhibition is a collection of
artwork selected from the art you have created during the course and

assembled for display to an audience.

The art exhibited will reflect work in all three of the visual arts core

areas (visual arts in context, visual arts methods and communicating
visual arts). For example, your responses to the exhibitions you have

visited will enable you to formulate ideas andlntentions for creating
and displaying your own artworks (visual arts in context). With
regard to visual arts methods, you will have considered how your
art communicates meaning and purpose, selecting the best artworks
through a process of reflection and evaluation, and you will also have

considered the nature of "exhibition". As for communicating visual
arts, you will select and present resolved works in your exhibition and

explain how the works are connected. You should also be discussing

how artistic judgments impact the overall presentation. At HL you will
also be explaining the impact of your art on different audiences.



Assessment
Unlike most art exhibitions, yours will be assessed as one of the three
components of the DP visual arts course. The exhibition is the internally
assessed component. This means that your teacher will mark your
exhibition and submit this mark (out of 30) to the IB. A team of visual
arts internal assessment moderators will review the files submitted for a

sample of students and may moderate the mark if they feel that the mark
provided by your teacher does not match the quality of the work itself.

Starting points
To begin with we will consider some exhibition starting points, and one
good starting point would be to consider the place where ideas for your
exhibition artwork will evolve: the visual arts,iournal. The visual arts
journal is an essential part of your creative process, and some uses of the
journal are illustrated here.

A Coralie has made a straightforward
visual studg of her trainers.
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A Iessa's app roach to the idea of 'self-portrait' involves looking at a collection of objects that have particular relevance to the student.
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Resolved: generall g "resolved"

means that an artwork is

complete and/or f inished.

Howevel it is not a simple idea.

Sometimes an artist will sag that

their artvvork is complete when

it still looks unf inished to an

audience. Ultimatelg the question

of how resolved gourwork is

could come down to a discussion

:i:::::':'::::::"::::': . ,,

0uestions related to T0K that
a visual arts student might

consider include the following.

. To what extent is artistic
knowledge something which

cannot be expressed in ang

other waU?

. Are wavs of knowing

emploged in radicallg

different wags in the arts

than in other areas of
knowledge?

. To what extent does

imagination plag a special
role in the visual arts?

. What moral responsibilities

do artists have?

. Howcanthesubjective
viewpoint of an individual

contribute to knowledge in

the arts?

. What are the standards bg

which we judge artworks?

. Whg might we be more

concerned with process

ratherthan product in the

search for knowledge?

. Do the arts have a social

function?

. To what extent is truth
different in the arts,

mathematics and ethics?

From Visuo/ orts gulde, page 8
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The importance of process and the journal
Throughout the course you will plan and create different artworks. Not
everything will be successful or resolved, but much of this process will
be documented in the visual arts journal.

Some parts of this process will be submitted at the end of the course in
the process portfolio while other parts will lead to outcomes that will be

selected for inclusion in your exhibition. You will explore a number of
techniques as you develop ideas and artworks, but your exhibition does

nor have to show more than one technique (although it can if you wish).
Bear in mind that any images of resolved artwork submitted for your
exhibition should not also appear in the process portfolio.

The starting points for the artworks you show may occur at any time
throughout the two years of the course, and may not initially seem likely
to lead to resolved flnal pieces. But almost any idea can be the starting
point of a great exhibition artwork, so you should jot down any ideas

that come to you, using your visual arts journal to record ideas.

It is important to refer to this stage as an art-making starting point,
because some of your explorations of process will lead to the creation
of the resolved artwork that represents the flnal stage of the creative
process.

Processes will be explored in different contexts, for example, some

assigned by your teacher, others in response to your own ideas. It is
important that you discuss your ideas with your teacher and identify
directions to follow.

It's also important that you understand the link between process and
final outcomes (resolved work). Process by its nature tends to be

exploratory and experimental, but the learning that occurs is closely

linked to the success (or otherwise) of the resolved work.

It is also important that you review your output throughout the course,

and identify ways to improve your collection of work. You need to
evaluate and critique your explorations and the outcomes.

Art mag be the most time-intensive of all courses, so time management will

be one of the most important skills gou develop.

Time is needed for gou to acquire the knowledge, skills and understanding to

make the works. Also allow time to review and monitor progress.

lf gou decide to create a large-scale or complex piece of art, make sure Uou

allow gourself enough tlme!

EN
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These two
journal pages
show Charlotte
startingto plan
a self-portrait.
Hertwo pages

combine
some relevant
drawings
with a written
explanation/
comment.
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L ttb vital that gou as a student visit as mang examPles of

ditrerent art-exhibitions as possibte'This is partlg because

jou wiltbe assemblingand presentingan exhibition of gour
"own 

work, and the more experience gou have of different

approachtes to lagout, Iigh,tiing the impact of size and scale'

co,nsid e rations if me,aiJ [incTudi ng 3'D and digital/le ns-based

aftJ when artis disPlaged etc',the better' lt's a.lso important

that gou see' reat' 
'art,iather 

than [for exampleJ iust seeing

images on a monitor screen'

Visiting exhibitions and art galleries

In the section on the comparative study we looked at visiting galleries

andmuseumstostudyworkofotherartists.ItiSalsovitalthatyouvisit
art exhibitions as part of your preparation for your own exhibition'

You will be putting on a display of your artwork towards the end of the

course, so you should take advantage of any opponunities during the

course to see examples of how other people's alt is displayed'

Exhibitions: lagout and disPlag

As we have already seen, your journal is the ideal place to document

your experiences at exhibitions you have visited' You should use the

journaltorecordyoullesponsestotheartencounteredinthegallery
and to the gallery experience itself' All of this will enable you to have

a greater understanding of the issues when you put on your own

exhibition.

The images here show views of how artworks are arranged in two

London galleries.
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Of course, most schools do not have the wall space and lighting of major
metropolitan galleries, but whatever the space and light available in your
school, it can still be extremely valuable to visit exhibitions and evaluate
these aspects as well as the artworks on display.

Similarly,.the layout and arrangement of artworks within the space

available has an impact, and rearranging the display might change this
impact. Look at how artworks are displayed when you visit exhibitions.
Are some layouts better than others? Why?

Think about "clusters" of artworks - it can make sense to group pieces

with a similar style or theme together.

What about any sculptural pieces that you encounter? Can they be

viewed in the round? If you are looking at a three-dimensional artwork,
examine the way space is used. Is there a particular viewpoint that
allows the viewer to best appreciate the sculptural qualities?

Think about the size and scale of the artworks encountered. There are

no restrictions on size in your exhibition. Consider how the scale, media
and presentation of the work can help convey its message. Large-scale

art obviously has impact but there may be practical considerations that
make it difficult to work to this scale. But could you show a film clip of
this work?

Are there digital works being shown? What technology is used and what
technology is available to you?

AII of these experiences with and questions about art exhibited in real
galleries will provide you with ideas for your own exhibition planning.

Exhibition documents
Also review any available exhibition documentation, including artists'
statements and the text boxes that frequently accompany afiworks on
gallery walis. There may also be curatorial documentation.

Note: A curatorial rationale and a series of exhibition texts are

required elements when you put on your flnal show and we will look at

them in more detail a little later in this chapter.

ldeas

In addition to the gallery "experience", consider the ideas contained in
the artworks that you encounter at the gallery. Consider the following
questions.

o What is the artist saying with his/her art?

o Why are these things important?

o Are there things that you want to say with your art?

e What inspires you? It may be something unexpected, for example,
surface texture.

Curatorial documentation:

text explaining how and whg

the works were selected and

displaged in the gallerg or

exhibition space.

Curatorial rationale: at SL this
explains the intentions of the

student and howtheg have

considered the presentation

of work using curatorial

methodologies. At HL this
shows consideration of the
potential relationship between

the artworks and the viewer.

Refer to relevant sections ofthe
guide for further detail.

Exhibition texts: students are

required to include exhibition

text for each piece submitted

for assessment. This outlines

the title, medium, size and

intention of each piece. Where

students are deliberatelg

appropriating another artist's

image, the exhibition text must

acknowledge the source of

the original image. The text
should contain reference to ang

sources which have influenced

the individual piece.

. Where do ideas come from?

. Where do gour ideas come

from?

0ne answer might be

"evergwhere", and gour

exhibition does not have to be

"about" angthing in particular,

although in assessment

terms it should be coherent,

competent and contain

conceptual qualities.
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Au d i en celvi ewe r experien ce

You are part ofthe audience

when gou visit an art show and

willtherefore have an audience

or viewer experience. When gou

put on Uour show, others will be

gour audience and an imPortant

part of planning gour show is to

consider gour audience. While

in the gallerg, reflect on what

works and what does not work.

Ask others to describe their

response to the artwork and

the experience, and review their

c0mments.

This tgpe of experience can

give gou ideas about the

arrangement and lagout of gour

show Ialthough of course it is

unlikelg that Uou will have use

of a large public gallergJ.

Developing ideas and intentions
,,Showing y\ur art in an exhibition is a little like taking your clothes off in

public!"

you may or may not agree with this quote, but the idea underlying it is

that your art tells your audience something about you. It may reveal or

express aspects of your identity, your personality, your passions or youl

fears. whether you like it or not, your audience will form some opinions

based on what theY see.

Of course, you can and will influence their opinions through the art

that you show, but lesponses to alt are subjective, so it is impossible to

envisage exactly what the audience will take away from their encounters

with your artwork.

Let gour ideas evolve
It would be a little restrictive to have a fixed and final idea about your

exhibition from the start. You need to be open to ideas and influences'

However, you should always have your exhibition in mind as you go

through the learning and art-making activities and exercises suggested or

provided by your teacher. t

Schools and. art teachers adopt a lange of approaches to teaching visuai

arts, and in guiding art students towards success there is certainly no

single route to creating a greal exhibition.

Towards the end of the course you will be selecting the artworks that

will be displayed in your show, and these artworks will have been

generated throughout the course. Some may have been created early

on, others towards the end of the first year, and still othels in the second

year.

Ideally you will have some ideas about your exhibition at the back of

your mind while you explore process (ideas, techniques and media)

during the course. There may be ideas that you work on because they

represent something you want to say in your exhibition, or there may be

particular techniques that you are interested in'

you do not need to have a specific theme for your exhibition. we will
look at this more closely in a later section, but it's important to

understand that your exhibition can contain a diversity of ideas and

elements. Coherence does not mean lepetition, and your exhibition

can contain a range of ideas, themes or concepts'

lntentions
The Visual arts gwide makes a number of references to youl intentions,
that is, what you hope to achieve or accomplish through your artwork'

The exhibition should reflect youl personal intentions. These intentions

could also take account of an audience lesponse, that is, the impact of

your art and your intentions.

But what if you just enioy making art and have no specific intentions

beyond displaying your work at the end of the course? You may have no

"artistic intentions" at flrst, or you may not have a clear idea about your

intentions for the exhibition.
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This is not necessarily a problem: your intentions can develop and evolve
throughout the course. In some ways it can be a hindrance to have fixed
intentions from the very start. It is usually better to allow your ideas

to evolve and develop as the course progresses. Your intentions may
develop further as you visit exhibitions that show the work of other
arti sts.

In the second year you could identify a focus. This could include the
choice of media you will use, formal qualities you plan to employ, or a
theme/choice of imagery or subject matter.

Your visual arts journal is key to the development of your ideas and art.
You will probably explain and describe your artistic intentions as you
work on ideas in the visual arts journal.

These may evolve as you explore different directions and techniques, but
if your intentions do lead to work that is shown in your exhibition, then
these written notes on your intentions will also probably inform (and be

explained in) your curatorial rationale and/or the exhibition texts.

The visual arts journal will also be useful when you start to think about
the layout of your exhibition and arrangement of your artworks. Where
will the audience enter from? What relationships need to be established
between artworks? How should they be placed?

Ideas and Intentions:the extravagant hat bg

Altegra foppositeJ and the'raindrops' painting

bg Coralie are both examples of final pieces

that ended up beingverg different from

their starti ng points. Letting ideas evolve

frequentlg allows time for creative diversions

and experiments that ultimatelg lead to a far

stronger resolution that stickingto the 'f irst
idea'.
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L These photographs provide a glimpse of the varietg of ideas and processes that students might explore in their creative visual arts

journeg. Although all these are resolved,the routeiach studenttookto reach this'destination'was frequentlg longinvolvingmang
-experiments, 

some creative accidents and sustained exploration'
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When planning gour exhibition, think about how gou will communicate the meaning and purpose of gour artworks.

. How do other artists communicate meaning and purpose?

. Can art have no meaning?

. Can art have no purpose?

. What is the meaning and purpose of gour art?
r ls this understood bg gour audience?

The wag art communicates is complex, and is further complicated bg the fact that gour audience consists of

individuals who mag each take awag something different when theg see Uour art.

There mag be a gap between gour artistic intentions and what the audience perceives. This is not necessarilg a

bad thing: in some wags it is inevitable, and it mag be that Uour art is complex and mgsterious. ln ang case, it is not

unusual for artists and their work to be sometimes misunderstood bg their audience.

There is a case to be made for art that is subtle and might take time to decipher, with communication that is subtle

and even subliminal, or even art that is impenetrable and open to different interpretations. At the other extreme,

some artworks are obvious and predictable: their meaning is immediate and overt. ln effect theg "shout".

You need to consider not just the meaning and purpose of gour art but also wags it might be interpreted. However,

this does not mean that gou can ignore gour audiencel

The journeg
The idea of a theme sometimes implies a static idea, but the theme can

be more like a journey, with artworks providing evidence of evolution
and change, and linking to other ideas as part of that journey.

Ideas about your exhibition will probably occur to you during the art-
making process throughout the course. Your exhibition will include art that
you make at various times during the course, so it makes sense for you to at

least think about the final collection while content is being generated.

It may be that early on in the course you have a vision of what you want
to say through your art, so you have an overarching theme that all of
your work relates to. Or your exhibition might depict your visual arts
journey.

'The Citg isTransparent' consists of transparent

acrglic sheets and was the result of numerous

attemptsto capture the experience of walking

through a citg, Iooking up towards the skg and

being surrounded bg buildings. In the exhibition

textthe studentwrote'l created a 3-D sculpture

that took into accou nt the o rigi nal geometric

elements that combine together to make up a

building and conveg the idea oftransparencg and

densitg within an architectural Iandscape. The

hangingsculpture allowed meto explore space.

Bg shining a light at it, different perspectives were

created and further enhanced the idea of people

i nte ra cti ng with i n a citg.'
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Developing skills and considering art'making

forms
The development of technical competence and skills goes hand in hand

withthedevelopmentolideasandintentions'Ideasareimportant'
of course, but they U"tom" compromised if they are badly realized or

poorly dePicted.

Technical competence is important' You may have an incredibly

imaginative idea lor utt utt*o'i' but unless you have the skills required

io alpi.t your idea it is unlikely ro be successful. Technical competence

is also one of the exhibition assessment criteria (we witl look at these

criteria in more detail later on)'

ItiSdiffiCulttoseparateanydiscussionofskillfromtheart-makingform
that the skill relates to'

No restrictions in media/techniques

You may develop skills in a variety of art-making forms during the

course, but when selecting work for your exhibitio\ do not worry about

including a wide variety of fot-'' processes and techniques - as we have

seen, this is a requirement in the process portfolio' but it is not required

for the exhibition. This means that you can choose a medium that works

for you and your work, and develop your skills to a high level'

For the exhibition, however many (or few) techniques feature in your

exhibition artwork in orde, to effectively communicate your ideas and

intentions, you need to show skill in the art-making processes used in

your exhibition.

When developing skills it is important that you have some degree of

freedom to experiment and make mistakes' because this is one ol the

bestwaystolearn.YouwilldevelopandacquiretechnicalCompetence
throughout the course' It is likely that you will become stronger and

more successful in some techniques thin others, and this may determine

the pieces that you choose to exhibit (atthough it may also be true that

work that is not t;;;g in terms of technical competence is still chosen

because it has othel qualities, for example, a Conceptual element) .

The visual arts journal may well be one of the places where you work

onanddocumentyo.'.ae,,"Iopingskills,althoughrealisticallyyouare
likely to explore and d"velop 'ttittt 

itt art-making forms outside the

journal, to. "*u*fi", 
developing skills when exploring three dimensions

illring clay, wood, metal and so on) or video'

observationat skills refer to learning and knowing h:* to look at

something una tran'tute or express this visually' Selecting and making

decisionsaboutwhatwillbeemphasized,minimizedordistortedisalso
a skill.

There is almost no limit in terms of the media and processes that you

can work wittt ana ptesent in your final show' but it may be worth

brieflyconsid.eringthreeareas:collectivepieces'collaborativeartandthe
implications of working with film'
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Collective pieces

You may have some artworks that work together as a gloup. You will need

to decide whether the group works best as a single named artwork, or

whether you want them to remain separate pieces. A triptych (or any sort

of polyptych for that matter) can certainly be considered as one artwork.

The decision may be affected by how many resolved pieces you already

have. For example, if you have more than I I artworks it might make

sense to combine associated artworks into a diptych or triptych. If you

do this, it must be clearly stated as part of the title of the work in the

exhibition text in brackets: Title of work (polyptych). It is important
to make this clear so that you do not exceed the maximum number of

pieces permitted for assessment purposes.

You should also consider how grouping works will affect the size of them

when viewed by an examiner. Will the details be clear enough or will
the work be compromised?

Collaborative and grouP work
you might work with other students to make a "shared" artwork during

the course, and you may want to include this in your exhibition'
There can be great value in working collaboratively. Collaborati()n as a

principle and as an approach to learning is valid and exists in "i"ral arts

art-making: students complete individual student-directed work through
class critiques, there is a cooperative exchange of ideas and techniques,

and space and equipment are shared.

However, it should be noted that students are not encouraged to submit

collaborativc work for assessment in this course. Work submitted

{or assessment must demonstrate how well an individual student

has achieved against the assessment criteria. This can be unclear in

collaborative projects and presents potential difficulties in assessment

terms as it must be absolutely clear what you did personally.

It is impofiant that you discuss any collaborative work with your teachel

to ensure that if the work is submitted, accurate and fair assessments can

be made.

Workingwith film
Film is an exciting and still relatively new creative medium, and is an

increasingly popular choice as pafi of submitted assessment materials.

If you are considering making a film or animation. make sure that it
succeeds in purely visual telms. Remember that the course is in visual

arts so sound in any films submitted will not be assessed.

The Visual arts guide states:

"Please note that any work selected for final assessment in the visual arts c|urse

must have been made 0r cTnstructed by the student. For example, a piece of

clothing clesigned ds part of a student's study of fashion or a piece of jewelry

cannot be presented for assessment in realized form if the student dicl not create it
themselves. The same principle must be applied to the use of additional elements

used to create an atmosphere or a specific experience for an audience (even though

any audio complnent will not be dssessed in this visual course) . If the student uses

music or sound effects, for instance, they must be copyright free with appropriate

citations provided or have been credted by the student".

Diploma Programme Visual arts guide, page 1 I

Triptgch: a work consisting of

three panels usuallg Painted
and hinged together.

Polgptgch: a work consisting of

four or more painted [or carvedJ

panels that are normallg hinged

together.

Biptgch: a work consisting of

two panels, painted or carved,

and hinged together.

'The Windmill' is a photographic'ioiner'
inspired bg the photographg of David

Hockeg. Ana was interested in the

pote ntial of asse mbling and arranging

ma n g ph otographs th at sh owe d

the same scene, and created seven

or eight preparatorg ioiners before

goingto the Netherlands to take a

set of photographs of her windmill.

Ana writes,'The joiners rePresent

the movement our eges make when

exploring a new environment. The

joiner shows the windmill from

different angles and positions in order

to capture detail and to actuallg show

the viewer much more than a single

photograph could. Joiners also explore

time.'
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Themes, ideas and concePts
Are there particular ideas, themes' styles or techniques that interest you?

In this section you will find examples of themes that students have

"*pio..a 
tnrougft the journal, culminating in work presented in the

exhibition.thepurposeinshowingtheseistobrieflyillustratethekind
of thing that students frequently .i"ut" in response to particular ideas.

They are not present"d a' 
"*umples 

of perfect work and of course there

are many other broad themes that students explore' There is a tendency

forstudentstoworkintwod.imensionsandtheseexamplesreflectthat
tendency, but of course all of these themes can be expressed in many

art-making forms.

Responses to work and exhibitions seen

Art does not exist in a vacuum and your art-making should not occur in

one,butbewithintheContextbothofotherartistsandtheirartworks,
and the audience. Obviously people have been making art for at least

the past 20,000 years, so thisls a potentially huge and possibly daunting

resource_butdon,tignoreittstudentexhibitionsoftenreflectthe
approaches of recent artists but

the artists and aPProaches of

past centuries can also insPire

new ideas and the creation o{

relevant and successful art'

Considering the art of others

may inform Your exPlorations

of media, Processes, materials

and techniques: it is imPortant

that you are aware of

artworks as Part of a broader

understanding of the Purpose

and nature of art in culture' In a

sense, Your art is a continuation

of a dialogue with artists and

artworks of the Past. In a later

section we will consider the

assessment criteria in detail,

but looking at art can lead to a

better understanding of Phrases

in the criteria such as "the
A The arMvorks shown here are

appropriation s (so metim es refe rre d

tu as homage ortranscriPtionsJ'

considered use of imagery" and "complex imagery, signs or symbols that

result in effective .o*"-rni.ution of stated artistic intentions" (referred to

in criteria A and C).

So it is important that you learn about art and it is natural that your

own art will be i,'ro.-"a by what you learn. Consider how your work

isaffectedbythatofotherartists.Artistsoftenbuildontheworkof
others.



Themes, ideas and concepts: appropriation and homage.
In the tvvo artworks shown here, gou can see a student
startingto use art icons as part of her own artistic
development, with some expressive reinterpretations of
well-known paintings bg Botticelli and Vermeer.

You could consider relatively new postmodern ideas: in postmodern
contexts this is sometimes characterized as an ironic approach,
frequently using earlier styles and conventions or combining the work of
different artistic and popular styles and media. These include installation
art, conceptual art and multimedia, particularly involving fllm.

"Postmodernism was born of scepticism and a suspicion of reason. It challenged
the notion that there are universal objective certainties or truths that will explain
everything flr everybody. Postmodern art advocates that individual experience

and interpretation of our experience is more clncrete than abstract principles and
is the best way of understanding and responding to reality. While the modernists
championed clarity and simplicity; postmodernism embraces complex and often

contradictory layers of meaning."

Source: Tate websile
http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/clnlineresources/glossary/p/postmodernism

What artworks or artists from different times and cultures have been
most influential? How has your work been informed or influenced by
the work of other artists?

Looking at artworks will help you with the idea of concept because
through this process you will learn about art ideas, themes or concepts
and "imagery, signs or symbols that result in effective communication
of stated artistic intentions" (criterion C). The process will normaliy be
documented in the journal but the outcomes (resolved artworks) may
appear in your exhibition.

Appropriation: when an image

or an idea is taken from its
original contextto be recacled

bg an artist in orderto create

new meanings, or to subvert its
conventional meaning.
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Build on skills acquired through exploring process to create resolved

artworks. How are you choosing, combining and applying media'

processes and techniques in your art-making? Discuss the application

and manipulation of media and materials - what does it look like? Does

it match your expectations?

Simply copying the work of another artist may be helpful in terms of

tearning a technique, but a more useful element may lie in assimilating

and responding to the work of another altist. Relevant questions would

relate to the use of media, processes. materials and techniques, and the

relationship between these media and the intentions of the artist.

understanding why an artist made the work may be far more useful than

knowing how.

Genres
The idea of artistic genres is in some ways a rather old-fashioned one,

but these basic themes continue to feature in one way or another in the

majority of student art exhibitions.

A These artworks contain muttipte depictions of the human form, with some realistic depictions as well as more creative

interpretations.

The human form

The human form has obviously played a huge role in art in many

cultures over the centuries, and forms an important part in many

student exhibitions. There are limitless ways to interpret the human

form in art, and if you are interested in this it could provide a great alea

for experiments with process, exploring a variety of responses, from

straightforward observation with a focus on technical competence, to

work that is more creative or conceptual in nature'

Section 5



A great stafiing point can be a life-drawing class, either in school or
through an external provider. It may be that the work completed during
the class is strong enough to be selected as an exhibition piece, or it may
be that working directly from the model leads to the development and
creation of other final artwclrks.

In some cultures the human form, particularly the nude, is unacceptable.

Please refer to the section on "sensitive issues/provocative art" (page I l7)
for further discussion of this theme.

these four drawings [in felttip
pens or graphite pencilJ, Allison
combines experiments in Iine

and tone with detailed portrait
d rawi ngs, worki ng elements
of pattern and abstraction into

each image.
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Portraits and self-portraits
Both portraits and self-portraits can link to the theme of your identity
but are also part of a long artistic tradition. The treatment can be

traditional, creative, or reflective, and might inch-rde elements that are

metaphorical or symbolic.

n,' .J #
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Landscape/citgscape
Landscape is a traditional and fairly popular theme and often tics in to
conccpts of identity. You may want to record and document where you
are now, and/or where you have been previously (or even where you
would like to go). This can of course bc achieved in virtually any an
medium and can include film/photography (lens-based media) as well as

more traditional art-making forms.

V The painting'Windsor Castle' was based

on initial studies and sketches. The

tvvo citgscapes used photographs as

a starting point and when working on

the artwork combined some of the
architectural ideas of Mies van der Rohe.



Still-life
still-life has a long history in art and can be expressed in virtually any

medium. It is also not just about a collection of objects because the

objects themselves can have meaning and significance.

ii-f
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Narrative and storg-telling
Narrative art is art that tells a story, either as a moment in an ongoing
story or as a sequence of events unfolding over time. Some of the earliest
evidence of human art suggests that people told stories with pictures and
much of western art before the twentieth century depicted stories that
were based in religion, myth, history and literature. Obvious narrative is
less common in modern art but it still exists. So, do you want your afi to
tell a story? Your story?

Sociopolitical ideas

V This painting refers to contemporarg
issues and reflects a student's
soci o politi ca I conce rns.

I
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Sociopolitical issues involve both social and political factors and can
include issues such as environmental conservation and sustainability.
feminism and the women's movement. identity politics, gender issues,
the rights of indigenous people and the impact of global conflicts. All
are influenced by both social attitudes and by political policies, all can
provoke passionate debate, and all can and do inspire artists. Indeed,
artists have responded to issues for centuries.

The image on this page relates to the theme of conflict. The planning and
development of this painting occurred in the visual arts journal, with a

series of drawings and ideas about the impact of conflict.

'1I. r

It is good practice to
photograph all gour work as

Uou go along and keep the
photographs in digital folders.

There are a number of reasons

for this but one is simplg as a

precaution: if gour artworks
get lost or damaged gou will
still have a record that could be

submitted if necessarg.
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f Addressingimportant, contemporarg
issues can create moving and
provocative art.

You may feel that you want to make a sociopolitical statement as part
of your exhibition, particularly if you feel strongly about a certain
issue. There is sometimes a danger here if the impact and perceived
importance of your sociopolitical message outweighs or displaces the
visual qualities of the artwork exhibited, so do not forget to refer to the
criteria by which your work will be assessed.

Sometimes student (or other) exhibitions contain an obvious message.

For example, perhaps you are concerned about environmental issues

and your artworks reflect those concerns. They may refer to pollution,
global warming, sustainability, flooding or drought. This may work, but
simply having a message is not enough, and the images and ideas could
already be familiar, clich6d and predictable.

Also, although the issue and your intentions may be valid and
admirable, keep the assessment criteria in mind. Being passionate about
an issue does not mean that you will have put on a successful or even
interesting exhibition.

Conceptually you should aim for some degree of sophistication, with
subtlety and complexity in the use of images and symbols rather than
merely restating the obvious. You may be justifiably passionate about
the cause but the assessment criteria do not reward your cause or
exhibitions that contain familiar or predictable imagery.

Sociopolitical ideas can also provoke strong reactions, both positive and

negative, so as always it is important to discuss your ideas with your
teacher and to also review the section on "Sensitive issues/provocative
art" (page ll7).

Culture and identitg
" 'Culture' is defined as learned and shared beliefs, values, interests, attitudes,

products and all patterns of behaviour created by society. This view of culture

includes an organized system of symbok, ideas, explanations, beliefs and material
production that humans create and manipulate in their daily lives.

Culture is dynamic and organic, operating on many levels in the

global context-international, national, regional and local, as well

as amzng different social groups within a society. Culture is seen as

lluid and subject to change.

Culture can be seen (ts providing the overall framework within
which humans learn to organize their thoughts, emotions and

behaviours in relation to their environment, and within this

framework 'cultwral clntext', which specifically appears in both

the taught syllabus and assessment tasks of the visual arts clurse,

refers to the conditions that influence and are influenced by

culture. These include historical, geographical, political, social and

te chnolo gical factors. "

Diploma Programme Visual arts guide, page 9
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As you are following an international education programme, ideas and
images related to your own culture can play an important part in expressing
the sense of identity that many international and IB students have.

These ideas and images often form part of the art-making process and
some appear in the final exhibition.

Again, the visual arts journal is frequently the stafiing point of this
journey. Cultural references in your art may be inadvertent and even
unintentional, and may appear because of who you are rather than
because you planned this.

When planning and creating artworks relating to culture it is sometimes
hard to strike a balance between the recognizable and more creative
interpretations: exhibitions regularly include a number of "cultural"
artworks that are obvious and predictable and do not receive high marks.

Se nsitive issu es/p rovocative a rt
Art has power. Art can shock, make people think, make people ask
questions. But this power must not be used carelessly or thoughtlessly.

There is no single rule for what constitutes sensitive issues or provocative
art: these issues tend to be culturally dependent. A person's values and
beliefs will affect what they consider to be acceptable and what they
see to be shocking. For example, in some countries and cultures there
is an open and positive attitude to depictions of the nude, with schools
supporting exhibitions of student art that include images of the human
form, both clothed and unclothed. This approach is not universal,
however, so if you are interested in this as a subject matter you should
discuss it with your teacher. They will be able to advise you on how to
engage with some topics in a sensitive manner.

More generally, artists often tackle difficult or controversial issues and
sometimes the result is provocative. During the visual arts course you
may encounter examples of art that (to some extent) surprise or shock
you. In some ways it's easy to make art that shocks. However, this
should not be your aim.

It may be that, as part of your creative journey, you wish to explore
ideas that deal with sensitive topics and the results may challenge those
who see your art. If you create provocative artworks as part of a valid
exploration of ideas that interest you, it may be that these form part of
your exhibition but only with the approval of your teacher and school
administration. An important aspect of art-making is being sensitive to
your audience and the culture in which you live and operate.

In this context it may also be worth noting that the "exhibition", as f.ar

as the visual arts assessment task is concerned, does not have to be open
to the public or available to the school population in general. It should
be created for an audience, and the exhibition photographs that will
be uploaded to the IB should show all the submitted artworks, but it
is perfectly acceptable to remove potentially "difficult" artworks when
your exhibition is shown. This scaled-down version of your exhibition
can still be a celebration of your artistic journey.

Your teacher will advise you on specific questions, but at all times you
must be aware of the relevant ethical codes of the IB and be sensitive to
your audience.
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Academic honestg and the aftworks gou Present
There are some key principles to bear in mind with regards to academic

honesty.

o Any image taken from the internet and used as inspiration when

creating your artwork must be appropriately referenced in the

exhibition text.

o For each artwork that refers to another artwork you must include

in the exhibition text clear reference to youl source of inspiration,

acknowledging its title. artist, date, medium (where this information

is known) and providing details or bibliographic reference to where

the artwork was viewed.

o where you are deliberately appropriating another altist's work, the

exhibition text should acknowledge the original work and make

explicit reference to the appropriation. The appropriation process and

relevant references can also be included in the curatorial rationale'

o In the curatorial rationale all sources need to be referenced at point

of use.

All your work must be authenticated by your teachef. You must confirm

that the work you submit is your work and is the flnal version of that

work. All your exhibition artworks must have been made or constructed

by you.

This may seem obvious, but some students have previously submitted

things that they designed but did not actually make. These things

included dresses that had been designed by the student but made by

someone else. This is not allowed. However, in this case you would still

be able to submit the design as an altwork, but the piece itseJf cannot be

included since you did not make it.

5H Secrion5



Similarly with new technology, for example 3-D printing, it is vital that
the intentions and process are clearly explained in the available text
options. Remember that the examiner will not have access to the pages

of your journal or the screens showing the development of your ideas in
the process portlolio.

Many artists include "found objects" in their afi. This is considered as

having been "constructed" by the student and is acceptable but must be

acknowledged and explained in the relevant exhibition text.

If your artworks reflect the influence of other artists and artworks,
or if the ideas or images of anyone else have influenced your work,
the source must be included as a bibliography reference within the
exhibition text, following the protocol of your school.

There is sometimes a flne line between being informed and influenced,
and copying, and sometimes influences are subliminal rather than
obvious, but if you are unsure about whether your art and ideas have
been influenced then you should discuss this with your teacher. If in
doubt. it is always safest to acknowledge an influence.

V The illustration below on the left shows a collage of views of a dress designed and

made bg the student, Nicole. There are no academic honestg issues here because of
the authenticitg of the process of her planning and creatingthe dress. Similarlg the

dress in the exhibition view was also made bg the student.

The DP visual arts course
judges gour work against
published assessment criteria.

However, other examining
boards use different criteria and

there is a lot of debate about

how we judge art. For example,

is the idea behind the art as

important as the techniques

used to express the idea?

The most central question in

this context is, "What are the

standards bg which we judge

artworks?"

0f particular relevance in

the context of gour process

portfolio and thq exhibition

isthe relationship between

process and product. So

another consideration related

to T0K is the importance of
process versus product in the

search for knowledge.
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The impact of gour school, gour culture,
and gour teacher
The visual arts coulse tends to be structured around the location and

context of the school, the cultural background and identities of the

students, and the experience and strengths of the art teacher. so the

course is designed and implemented in different ways in each school'

No interpretation of the coulse in one school is exactly the same as any

other interpretation, and there are large variations in what has been

taught and what has been made. No one interpretation is the "right"

one; there are many different routes to success in visual arts.

Your teacher will probably have approached the teaching of the coulse

in a holistic way, interpreting the syllabus creatively according to local

circumstances and the context of your school. As an international course

teachers choose to explore art and afiists from various cultural contexts

at their discretion. You will have investigated the core syllabus areas

through exploration of theoretical, art-making and curatorial practice.

However, wherever the school and however the course has been

implemented, all students will be assessed in the same way. Therefore it
is also useful to consider the exhibition in terms of r,rihat will be assessed.

Within the context of your art class. your teacher's directions and your

own art-making, it is important to remember that your exhibition will
express your ideas. You will be learning and developing ideas, concepts,

techniques and processes. Other students working in class alongside you

will also be learning the same or similar ideas, concepts, techniques and

processes. It would be impractical for it to be other than this, at least at

the start of the course. Teachers need to teach students so that students

can make art more effectivelY.

This means that you may make some artworks that are similar to those

made by your peers, particularly if this is part of a class assignment.

For example, if everyone is asked to make a collage or an animation

according to a specific theme.

However, if it is a more open-ended assignment and you are given a

degree of freedom in what you make and how you make it, the results

are likely to be far more individual. In this case students could be

creating artworks that are more different from each other.

This course is studied all over the world and it is natural for you to

respond to the conditions and culture that are familiar to you- Likewise

you may be inspired by ideas and issues raised in other subjects that you

are studying. This can be a vital and creative avenue to explore'

Either way, as you go through the process of exploring techniques and

ideas you should keep in mind the exhibition that you will be putting

on at the end of the course. You might decide to include some of the

results of class assignments as well as some of the artwork that you

made outside of class assignments. You should make sure that you give

yourself enough time to review the art that you have made and select

art that is suitable for display, as well as planning and creating other art'
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Assessment criteria for the exhibition
It's important to remember that your teacher will be evaluating your
exhibition as a whole, referring to all the evidence available. including
the curatorial rationale, the submitted artworks, exhibition text and
exhibition photographs.

It is important that you are familiar with the exhibition assessment criteria,
but it is not necessary for you to constantly refer to them. In the same way
that assessment of the exhibition is holistic, so is the course itself.

Diploma Programme Visual arts guide, page 56

You will need to study the criteria when the time comes to select your
exhibition artworl<s. This final selection will occur towards tr^ - end
of the course, but you shouid keep it in mind throughout the course:
you may adjust artworks and ideas as your journey progresses or
you may decide to create a piece that is a specific expression of your
exhibition idea.

There are four assessment criteria for the exhibition. Three relate
specifically to the work itself (criterion A: coherent body of works;
criterion B: technical competence; and criterion C: conceptual qualities).
Criterion D: curatorial practice relates to the curatorial rationale.

Criterion A: coherent bodg of works
Criterion A asks the question: "To what extent does the submitted work
communicate a coherent collection of works which fulfll stated artistic
intentions and communicate clear thematic or stylistic relationships
across individual pieces?"

V Coherence is not about repetition or

ev e n si m i I a riti e s b etwe e n a rtwo rks.

Coherence can be aboutthematic or
stglistic Iinks between artworks. ln

this sense, artworks might be said to
Talk'to each other.

Part 3: Exhibition SL marks SL total HL marks HL total

A
Coherent body of
works

9

30

9

30B Technical competence 9 9

C Conceptual qualities 9 9

D Curatorial practice ) 3
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In general terms, when something has coherence, all of its parts fit
together well. It could also appear to be a well-organized, easy to
understand and logical arrangement (of artworks).

Coherence does not mean repetition or similarity. Nor does it mean that
you must have a theme. A single theme or style could in fact be restrictive
and a hindrance. This criterion does not mention "theme", and having a

theme does not mean that that your exhibition will be successful in terms

of visual arts assessment. Coherence is not formulaic and examiners do

not want to see a series of works that all look the same!

The first photograph shows a view
of Ella's final exhibition. ln her
rationale, Ella starts to explain the
the m ati c re I ati o nsh i p s o ccu rri ng i n

her collection: artworkto do with the
human body, the familiar and the
unfamiliar, and the use of different
media and contexts. Ellab curatorial
rationale states'lthinkthat as an

artistthe human bodg presents an

artistic challenge; to capture and
explore somethingwe all hold familiar.

Duringthe process I have aimed to
investigate the human form through
different mediums and contexts;
namelg the sexualized and objectified
presentation of the bodg in the media

ve rsu s th e grote squ e, ta cti I e a n d
intimate experience of the bodg as

a surface ...The other portion of mg

exhibition is about the relationship
betvveen familg and skin. The Skin I

focused on was the un-photoshopped
skin that is rarelg exposed. Mg textile
piece "Friends and Familg" involves

first hand photographs of mg friends'
and familg's skin that is seldom
visible, for example bruises, stretch

marks and scars.The raw colour
palette and detailed images mag
evoke the response of disgust, but
the involvementinthe idea of "familg"

ai ms to co u nte rb al a n ce thi s re p u I si o n.

Mg Paintings "Skinng" and "Fat" are

an attemptto triger the response of
disgust and fascination in the viewer.'
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Themes and stgles
The first part of the top level of criterion A states: "The work forms a
coherent body of work through effective communication of thematic or
stylistic relationships across individual pieces".

Coherence in the exhibition is not achieved through visual conformity,
or a collection that is just visually similar and/or repetitive. There can
be diversity within coherence: there should be evidence of relationships
between artworks rather than simply similar artworks.

The relationships could be dynamic and surprising, and could involve
ideas about styles of art-making, or there could be thematic relationships
but a theme is not required or necessary.

Theme
It is true that a theme can provide some cohesion and/or consistency
to your exhibition. But as has been said earlier in the book, there is no
compulsion in the visual arts course for your body of work to be linked
together by one common idea or theme. An idea often needs to develop
in much the same way that an artwork needs to develop.

Just "having a theme" is not necessarily a good idea. Sometimes
exhibitions are restricted because of the theme: some thematic
exhibitions reflect a narrow, rather than exploratory, approach. For
example, exhibitions that are centred around one key idea sometimes
contain repetitive visual responses and do not show enough creativity in
terms of concepts and exploration.

So you do not need a theme. If you do have one, be open to ideas and
interpretations, and focus on how well you explore creative processes
and conceptual threads, so that your exhibition will not be repetitive and
"hindered" by the theme.

Relationships
Also consider the idea of relationships between artworks. "Relationships"
covers a number of ideas but one effective relationship is stylistic: there
may be no traditional "theme" but there can be a strong sense of identity
because the works reflect the ideas, the vision and the hand o{ the artist.
The coherence in the exhibition comes from the student's conceptual
approach, decisions relating to media and/or techniques, or size and
scale.

Focus on creating thematic or stylistic relationships across the artworks,
not simply a set of similar pieces. The collection of works should involve
relationships across and between the pieces.

What are thematic relationships?'
The artworks in an exhibition might be diverse and explore different
styles, techniques and media, but present a series of themes that tie the
collection tclgether: the coherence in this body of work is a result of the
thematic relationships.

There are many possible interpretations of thematic relationships. One
thematic link that frequently appears in student exhibitions comes from
the student's sense of identitv.

Ask gourself these questions

when considering the coherence

of gour exhibition.

. How do artists incorporate
themes and stules in their
work?

. How do the stgles of different
artists compare?

. How do artists interpret
themes, for example, conflict
or love, in different times and

cultures?
. What are the identifiable

themes or stgles in the
work I am creating and have

created?
. How are mU ideas evolving?

A This image shows a studentb final
exhibition. Can gou identifg themes,
or links and relationships betweenthe
different pieces?
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What are stylistic relationshiPs?
You could present l l very different artworks that express a nrrmber of

different ideas, but are stylistically linked through youl apploach. This

constitutes a potentially successful exhibition because of the creative

stylistic relationships between the pieces. Similarly, relationships could

show formal coherence, such as considered use of a limited colour
palette or line used throughout the work.

Style is a distinctive or recognizable approach to art-making. You may

alieady have a recognizable style, and it may be that others can identify
work that is yours because they "know" your style. It could be the way
you draw, paint or take photographs, or your use of space/balance in
any composition, or the way you use colour - in fact your approach to

any artistic process. It is like handwriting or your signature. Style results

from your approach and the artistic decisions you make.

It is important to acknowledge that styles can evolve as you learn more

about the processes you are using. For example, your "early" style may

be different to the way you work at the end of the course.

You will have encountered thematic and stylistic relationships in art

when you visited art galleries and exhibitions. Frequently it is the artist's

upprou.h or style thai makes the artworks recognizaBle. Picasso explored

a number ^r different styles but his work is very recognizable.

other artists have similarly recognizable styles. It might be a useful

exercise to identify and discuss examples of thematic and stylistic

relationships across individual pieces when visiting alt exhibitions'

Exploring media, Processes, materials and techniques

The second part of the top level of criterion A continues: "Stated

intentions are consistently and effectively fulfilled through the selection

and application of media, processes and techniques and the considered

use of imagery."

Stated intentions
What you say in your curatorial rationale - your "stated

intentions" - affects how an audience views your work. What are

your stated intentions? why have you selected and applied certain

techniques, media and imagerY?

Your written rationale should support and explain your selection of

works and their relationship to each other oI to the collection as a

whole. Do not try to invent ideas here: the examinel has visual evidence

in front of them and will be able to see whether your intentions really

have informed your selection of processes/imagery.

selection and application of media, processes and techniques
and the considered use of irnagerY

Although not directly referred to in the assessment criteria, it is difflcult

to deny that the size and scale of art on display often has an impact on

the viewer. consideration of this impact could affect the way you select

and apply media, processes and techniques. (of course, in some cases it
may not be practical or relevant for you to consider working in a large

scale. )
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This phrase also implies some overlaps with criterion B insofar as

"application of media" occurs in both criteria: you need to provide

evidence of coherence and competence when considering how you

apply media.

The "considered use of imagery" implies an approach of thoughtfulness

and ideaily a degree of sophistication within that approach' There needs

to be a level of sophistication in the choice and use of imagery and in the

way that ideas are conveyed to achieve in the highest level'

Criterion B: technical comPetence
Criterion B asks the question: "To what extent does the submitted

work demonstrate effective application and manipulation of media

and materials and effective application and manipulation of the formal

qualities?"

Addressing technical competence and formal qualities

Technical cornpetence
The top level descriptor for this criterion states: "The work demonstrates

effective application and manipulation of media and materials to reach

an assured level of technical competence in the chosen forms and the

effective application and manipulation of the formal qualities."

Technical competence is often acquired through sustained practice.

There is no neecl for you to include work in a lot of different media

for your exhibition. In fact, this may hinder youl success if your skill

levels are diluted because you have worked in so many art forms. The

exhibition is your chance to develop and refine skills in one medium.

If your work shows evidence of skill, this can enhance other elements,

foi example, the conceptual basis. Conversely, artwork that shows lack

of competence may weaken the overall impact of a piece of art'

The degree of refinement and resolution is an important part of

technical competence. The top level descriptor for this criterion

requires an "assured level of technical competence" which is likely to

inilude evidence of sensitivity, sophistication, control, and an excellent

understanding and use of media/materials.

As already mentioned, there is no reference to the size of artworks in
the assessment criteria, but working in a large scale can sometimes

indicate confidence and the assured level ol competence referred to

above. This is not to say that working on a large scale inevitably leads to

successful work. The opposite can be true. But taking on the challenge

of working on a large scale, or of working intensively in any creative and

demanding art form, shows evidence of your commitment and can lead

to very impressive artwork. A large and successful artwork could well

become the "stand-out" piece in your exhibition!

Ask Uourselfthese
questions when

considering the technical

competence of gour

exhibition.

. How do artworks show

technical competence?
. what are the signs

within an artist's
artworks that might tell

Uou that an artist has

skill?
o How do different

kinds oftechnical
competence in the

context of different art-

making processes and

forms compare-?
. ls technical

competence identifiable

in all art forms?
. Can some art forms or

artworks be successful

even if there is no

obvious evidence of

technical competence?
. Where is the

evidence oftechnical
competence in the work

Uou are creating and

have created?
r How are gour skills

evolving?
. What are formal

qualities and how

do gou applg and

manipulate formal

qualities in gour own

art-making?
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& students working in acrglic on canvas. Note the scale of these and other pieces. None of the assess ment criteria refer to the size of

artworks in the exhibition, working on a large scale can present specific creative and compositional challenges, and can also lead

to workthat has impact in the context of the exhibition'

A Examples of views of exhibitions and

artwork.
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Technical competence refers to evidence of skill in the media and materials
you choose to work with. In some cases technical competence - or lack of
it - is the easiest thing to recognize when looking at afi. For example, if
you want to include a realistic (rather than, say, expressive) depiction of a
person using paint or pencil, then mistakes may be easy to identify.

It is vital that you make appropriate choices of medium in relation
to technical skills. For example, if you find it difficult to convey ideas
effectively in a chosen medium as you develop skills in the visual arts
journal, perhaps it is not the right medium for your final pieces. Perhaps
collage would be more effective than paint, for example. Your teacher
should guide you in this respect. Ongoing group critiques and self-
reflection should also take place as part of this process.

Of course, there are other ways to assess competence, but in general
terms it refers to your experience with, understanding of, and ability
with the media and processes you use when making art: the learning
that will have occurred when you were exploring the techniques that
were probably documented in your visual arts journal.

Formal qualities
Seq the section of this book dedicated to the formal elements of art.

To achieve a high level for this criterion, you need to provide evidence
that you understand formal qualities.

Formal qualities are intrinsic to any discussion of art. Your understanding
of these is assessed in the comparative study and they are part of the
"technical competence" criterion of the exhibition. The IB does not specify
exactly what is meant by "formal qualities" and there are a number of
different interpretations, including the idea that the formal elements
include pattern, colour, texture, tone, form, shape and line. They are often
used together and their arrangement determines the artwork.

Criterion C: conceptual qualities
Criterion C asks: "To what extent does the submitted work demonstrate
effective resolution of imagery, signs and symbols to realize the function,
meaning and purpose of the artworks, as appropriate to stated intentions?"

When considering how well

gour work addresses this

criterion, ask gourself the

following questions.

. How do artists
incorporate and/or

depict concepts in their
work?

. How do artists
effectivelg
communicate their

intentions?
. What artworks

demonstrate the

subtle use of "complex

imagerg, signs and

sgmbols"? r. What does "effective

realization" mean?
. Can gou find artworks

that demonstrate the

visual elaboration

of ideas, themes or

concepts "to a point of

effective rea lization"?
. What are the

contributing elements

in an artwork that
result in the effective

communication of

ideas?
. How effectivelg are

gour ideas being

communicated through
gour artworks?
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& Conceptual qualitiesrefertothewagstudents creativelgconsideranduseimagerg,signsandsgmbolstoachievetheir
intentions. Conceptual ideas can often be seen in groups of artworks, for example the series of works bg Tess that explore

natural forms that might be found in the ocean and on the coast or shoreline. These artworks have titles which further explain

the theme:
'0cean's Sphere'
'Looking into the rock pool'
'Coastal Collection', (Porcelain clagJ
'Nestled'

The central image at the top of the page is a view of the final exhibition.
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"Conceptual qualities" relate to the sophistication of your thoughts and
ideas, and include the important concept of "elaboration". To achieve
well in this criterion, ideas and concepts should be explored in depth and
well developed. Like criterion A, this criterion links to your intentions
and how you communicate these intentions. Look carefully at your
intentions as stated in your curatorial rationale and the quality of this
communication.

There is also consistent reference to "imagery, signs or symbols" in this
criterion. This relates to your knowledge, understanding and use of
motifs and symbolism. which might mean symbolic use of, for example,
colour, choice of imagery or symbolism specific to a particular culture, or
considered use of a particular format.

Conceptual qualities, subtletg and complexitg
"Conceptual qualities" does not mean conceptual art.

"Conceptual art is art for which the idea (or concept) behind the work is more

important than the finished art object. It emerged as an art movement in the 1960s

and the term usually refers to art made from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s".

Source: Tate website
http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/online-resources lglossary lclconceptual-art

Rather, "conceptual qualities" in this context refer to the ideas and
concepts that underpin your exhibition, and, in particular, to the
degree of sophistication of these ideas/concepts. This can also involve
confldence and complexity of thought, together with refinement and
subtlety. To achieve well in this criterion, ideas and concepts should be
explored in depth and well developed.

There is also reference to "imagery, signs or symbols" in this criterion.
This might include symbolic use of colour, the choice of imagery
or symbolism specific to a particular culture, or considered use of a
particular format.

To achieve the highest level in conceptual qualities the imagery should
show evidence of a thoughtful and considered approach, with evidence
of subtle and/or complex ideas and imagery.

Avoiding obvious and familiar art ideas can be a successful approach,
although this is complicated by the sense of irony implicit in some recent
or contemporary art, when obvious and familiar ideas may be taken
and repackaged to become a postmodern comment on, for example,
modernist ideas and forms.

Like criterion A, this criterion links to your intentions and how you
communicate these intentions, so the curatorial rationale would be

the place to explain your conceptual ideas as an important part of your
intentions.

Work that reflects weak conceptual qualities may well appear to be
simplistic and predictable, containing imagery that is predictable, with
obvious, contrived or superficial work: lacking in conceptual qualities.

To ensure that your art is not dull or predictable, you could start by
considering artwork that you flnd obvious, and identifying exactly what
the elements are that make them appear so. Dull work may well reflect a
Iack of conceptual depth.
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Of course, a visually exciting image can still be vacuous or contain little

beyond the purely visual impact, but in our visual alts context, to be

successful there is frequently a balance between technical competence

and the concept underlying the piece.

when reviewing your own work, it could be a good idea to discuss

conceptual ideas and qualities with your friends.

There is a subjective element in all of this. What you flnd dull some others

may find exciting and vice versa, but the idea behind this part of criterion C

is that some parts of your art should strive to go beyond the ordinary.

For example, some students employ the same art forms and ideas

repeatedly; these familiar images frequently include poorly copied

paintings based on the Pop Art creations of artists such as Andy warhol

and Roy Lichtenstein.

There may be insightful and valid reasons for your exhibition to have

some element of Pop Art in it, but often this kind of work appears

contrived. "Contrived" in this context can mean superficial, artiflcial or

fake. Similarly, students occasionally include work featuring Barbie dolls,

usually as a statement about body image and the plessure to conform.

Pop Art and Barbies can be among the more obvious, clich6d and

predictable anlideas that students present. Invariably the artworl< is

neither subtle nor complex. This does not mean that exploring these

ideas will always lead to dull and predictable art, but we are so familiar

with them that to be successful the exploration must lead to new,

unusual and more convincing art than the kind that is sometimes seen.

Davide, a student in a school in Rome, has used the "tondo" form (a Renaissance term for a circular work of artJ in his painting of

three portraits. This form has conceptual, artistic and historical relevance to his location.
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Conceptual qualities and visual literacg
Visual literacy is the ability to understand, interpret and make
meaning from information presented in the form of an image. It has

been said that a picture is worth a thousand words, but learning to read
and understand the picture is not always that simple. The artworks
that you have studied and made during the course will have increased
your visual literacy, and this in turn can give you a more sophisticated
understanding of conceptual qualities.

Your visual literacy also links to your understanding of the "imagery,

signs and symbols" referred to in the criterion. Of course, art incorporates
a huge range of imagcs and symbols and during the course you will
already have looked at thc work of artists and considered their usc of
imagery. signs, and symbols to convey narrative, ideas. values and beliefs.

Visual literacg: the abilitg to

understand, interpret and make

meaning from information
presented in the form ofan
image.

L Conceptual qualities mag not be immediatelg obvious. Understanding of these three artworks can be enhanced bg the

exhibiti on text acco m pa n gi ng the i mage.

1. Thefirstisinoiloncanvasandisexplainedbgthestudent:'Mgoriginal intentionwastoaugmentthecoloursofastone.
Bg lagering colours and experimentingwith techniques lwas able to add depth to the painting.'

2. The second artwork is an architectural model and refers to the architect Frank Llogd Wright: 'When consideringhowthe

leaf structure would f it into an environment, I decided to create a Znd model, through which I explored the link between

exterior and interior, as seen in modernism. I showed this bg including a tree branch, which emerged from the inside of
the structure and placing mirrors in the base. These mirrors are around and inside the structure, an idea inspired bg Frank

Ll ogd Right's Wate rfal l.'
3. Thethirdpiece,adrgpointprint,relatedtoapreviousjourneg-'WhenlvisitedtheRingofBrodgarin?rkneg,the

uncertaintg and mgsterg of their origin and purpose intrigued me. This print visualizes a joining of the phgsical and

metaphgsical worlds, inspired bg how I imagined the stones mag once have been viewed. Mg intention in this piece was

to capture a more fantastical aspect of the stones.'
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  The first photograph ('Squashed Face'J is inspired bg MichaelWolfb'Tokgo Compression', and was taken with Wolf's images

in mind, exploringtexture, cropping and contrast. Next to it, the totem pole relates to the student's origins in British Columbia

(Canadal and exitores retevant sgmiots. Beneath both is'A Breakdown of a Buitding'.This is a fairlg large [tSt cm x 50 cmJ piece

consisting of mairbled paper, acrgiic paint, textured paper, tissue paper and acrglic sheets on canvas, and refers to the geometric

outlines if nriUings.The student said'l wanted to explore textures of the buildings compared tothe realistic aspectsl
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Criterion D: curatorial practice
we will be reviewing the expectations of this assessment criterion in
detail later in this section, but as a starting point you might want to
consider these questions.

o What is a curator?

o How will you explain the ways in which your works are connected?

o How will you explain that your exhibition is a coherent body of works?

o Will you have a "single medium display" (one technique/process) or
integrated media?

r Will you have a "chronological survey" approach or a thematic
approach?

Selecting the artworks for gour exhibition
When do I choose mg final artworks?
The IB does not give a deadline for when you should choose what will
go into your exhibition and what will be submitted as part of the process
portfolio. It may be a very fluid process and it is possible that resolved
work does not start to appear until the second year of the course.

In some schools, students use the flrst year purely as a time of
exploration and experimentation, becoming familiar with different
techniques, different ways to interpret an idea, different approaches
and so on. In this case you may not make anything during the first
year which looks to you like a resolved piece. This is not necessarily a
problem, but there should at least be some ideas and experiments that
have potential as starting points.

On the other hand, some pieces completed before the end of the flrst
year might look complete, fit well with your plan and have the potential
to be exhibited in the final show.

The selected pieces should show evidence of your technical
accomplishment and your understanding of the use of materials, ideas
and practices to realize intentions. You will also show the decision-making
process, which underpins the selection of the connected and cohesive
body of work for an audience, in the form of a curatorial rationale.

lf gou have enough ideas or starting points gou could discuss with gour
teacher having a mini-exhibition at the end of the first gear. you mag onlg have
a few pieces [four or f iveJ but stillthis would give gou a chance to identifg and
resolve ang problems.

ldeallg gou would have this show in the same location as gour f inal exhibition,
and an audience would visit gour show. You could also write a curatorial rationale
and exhibition te)fts so that gou experience the things that gou will do for real later.

lf possible talk to members of this audience to get feedback on their
reactions. This could inform decisions that gou make when preparing for and
assembling gour f inal exhibition.
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Mid-course review
Depending on what you have done during the flrst year, al the end of the

flrst year or the start of the second you could make a preliminary review
of the content of your digital folders or of all the work created so far.

Some form of review will enable you to identify any artworks
that have the potential to become exhibition pieces. It could be an

informal discussion to ask questions of your teacher and/or peers and

receive feedback, or it could be more formalized, with some form of

documentation relating to your intentions and identifying any new
directions.

Either way, you should ask your teacher to be part of this plocess so that

their professional judgment can inform any discussions. Even if you do

not have anything to assemble and review, you should still reflect on
the requirements of the exhibition. For example, you could make some

notes on ideas for the general coherence, competence and concept of

your exhibition.

Review, plan and curate virtual exhibitions

It can be a good idea, as a form of preparation, to plap/curate an

imaginary exhibition, identifying an appropriate exhibition context and

choosing artworks from a selected movement or culture. Explore the
idea of exhibiting in the present and the past, and in different cultures.

Write the rationale for this.

Also involve your peers. Make and critique individual and group

presentations, have discussions about work for exhibition, identify pieces

that will interest your audience. Identify the elements that provoke or

altract, such as technical competence or stimulating subject matter.

Final selection
I(eep the following points in mind when making your final selection.

You may submit work for the exhibition that has been shown and

discussed in the process portfolio, providing you make it clear in the

process porifolio that the image is the final resolved work as included in
the exhibition, for example, by declaring in the plocess portfolio that this

is the case: "This is the flnal version of the work that is included in my
exhibition" (see pages 9O-9l, "Assembling your process portfolio").

Consider the audience and the likely impact youl art will have. How will
your work affect different audiences? This aspect could reflect your ideas

and intentions as they evolved throughout the course as well as the
content of your curatorial rationale.

Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses, and identify any improvements

that might be made, and how much time you have to make those

improvements.

You may have more aftworks than the maximum allowed (7 at SL; l1
at HL). If so, you will need to select the best. Discuss your choices with
your teacher.
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The exhibition

Using gour visual arts journal to plan the show
The curatorial rationale is the main opportunity for you to explain your
intentions, although you can also use the exhibition texts for this.

The curatorial practice is a required and assessed part of the exhibition
component, and your curatorial rationale informs your teacher and the
examiner when they are considering the coherence and conceptual ideas
underpinning your exhibition.

You could use your visual arts journal to record your intentions for
your artworks, reflect on the process of resolving them and plan your
exhibition, for example, designing floor plans to show where you will
display certain artworks and how the audience might walk through
the show.

These ideas could also be the basis for material submitted for the
curatorial rationale.

Writing about gour exhibition
Towards the end of the course you will be writing a curatorial rationale
in which you will explain the selection and presentation of work in your
exhibition. However, you should not wait until the end of the course
before you wrile about your art!

W

Criterion D assesses gour
curatorial practice. lt asks

the questions: "To what
extent does the curatorial
rationale justifg the
selection, a rrangement
and exhibition of a group

of artworks within a

designated space?"

It is worth looking at the
ofticial definition of the
command term'Justifg":
"give valid reasons or

evidence to support an

answer or conclusion".
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When thinking about

arranging gour exhibition,

considerthe following

questions.

. How will Uou arrange,

displag and Present
resolved works for gour

exhibition?

' What compromises

will gou have to make

between gour ideal

art show and what is

realistic in the sPace

available?

. How have the

exhibitions that gou

have seen influenced

gour ideas? What have

gou learned about

exhibiting artwork?

. Are there artworks

that present Particular
challenges in terms of

presentingthemto an

audience? For examPle,

will gou need to set uP

a monitor to show a

video or a plinth to show

sculptural Pieces?

lntentions
Your artistic intentions are of critical importance: a large part of the

success of your exhibition hangs on the relationship between the art and

what your intentions are. The intentions will be read by all those who

view iour work, including the audience who encounter it in your school

or e"iernal gallery space, as well as the examiners who view it on screen.

The audience

Artists make art to be seen, so it is vital that you also step into the shoes

of the viewer, and see the exhibition from the point of view of the

aud.ience as well as from your point of view as the artist'

As audiences will react differently to different kinds of exhibition, you

should visit different kinds of art and reflect on these encounters. For

example, consider works in different display contexts: state art museums

and galleries, private galleries and online galleries'

work out what constitutes a successful exhibition, and what does a weak

exhibition look like?

what are the reasons for success or failure? of course in our context the

DP visual arts assessment criteria play a vital part bfut your own ideas

should be informed by reflections on audiences and their responses to

altSeen.Thesereflectionsshouldappearinyourjournalandbereferred
to when you start to wdte your own curatodal rationale'

Althoughthecuratorialpracticecriteriononlyachievesamaximumof3
marks out of 30, what yo.. 

'uy 
will contribute to your assessment against

other assessment criteria, particularly criteria A and C' so it's worth

taking this component seriously and, for example' writing and rewriting

un,r-b".ofdraftsuntilyouaresatisfiedwiththefinalversion'

What is the difference between SL and HL?

criterion D is different for HL in that it has an additional requirement'

Aswellexplaining"theselection,presentationandarrangementofa
group of aitworks within a designated space", there is also a requirement

io. tt 
" 

curatorial rationale to show "reflection on how the exhibition

Conveysanunderstandingoftherelationshipbetweentheartworksand
the viewer,,. The reflection element and consideration of the viewer is

not required in the SL criterion'

You should "justify" the selection by explaining your reasons for

choosingtheartworks(thiswillrelatetoyoulintentions)andthen
analyseandexplainhowtheartworksalearlangedandpresented.Even
if they are just displayed in a row you should still explain the reasoning:

Is it chronological? Or ordered by theme? Or are you arranging in

accordance to art form or size?

Refertoyouraudience(theviewer)andtotheartworksthemselves
whenarticulatingtherelationshipbetweenthem.Forexample,isthere
alargeor.,stand-out,'piecethatyouthinkwiltmakethemostimpact
on the viewer? rs there a film that will engage the viewer for a certain

periodoftime?Aretheresmallanddetailedpiecesthatrequireclose
,tndyorasculpturalpiecethattheviewershouldwalkaround?What
are the ideas that yor, *unt the viewer to take from your artworks?
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The statement has a word limit. For SL students it is 400 words; for HL
students, it is 700 words. If you exceed this limit, parts of your statement
wili not be considered for assessment.

The rationale should be informative and not just descriptive . For
example, explain and justify your selection through reference to
research and learning. Offer justifications (explanations) for the things
you say. Support your statement with explanation.

It can be helpful to follow a basic structure:

o overall premise

. the range of artistic approaches you have used (this might also
include movements or artists who were especially influential to
your work)

. explain decisions about selection, arrangement and display.

If there is a particular work that was instrumental in the way you
perceived your exhibition, you could describe it in more depth to draw
the audience into your thought process. Remember that you have an
opportunity to write an exhibition text - a short statement to accompany
each artwork.

Your statement should be written in an informative and persur"ivc tone,
but because you are writing about your own work, personal pronouns
(I, my and so on) are appropriate. Be realistic, frank and honest about
your work. Statements that do not reflect the work that is presented
cannot score highly against assessment criterion D.

Writing exhibition text
Each artwork you submit should be supported by exhibition text
that outlines the title, medium and size of the artwurk. There is a

500-character maximum (including spaces) per artwork.

The text should be concise and useful to the examiner. It is not just
an opportunity to use flowery language about your artwork. It should
include a brief outline of the original intentions of the work and explain
any appropriation or sources which have influenced the piece. It should
also state if the work was collaborative, part of a series, or included
lound objects.

When completed, these texts can be printed out and included in your
exhibition to help your audience appreciate your work more fully.

Here are six cxamples of exhibition text, written by diffcrent
students and referring to work in a variety of forms (ceramics, video.
photography, paint and scraperboard). All are within 500 characters.



DistortedNightmares:3ceramicfaces,Clag[firedandglazedJ.Sizes:20'15'8cm,18xI?xBcm,and22x16x9cm

These three masks were inspired bg the portraits bg Francis Bacon. lwanted to capture the flowing movement created in

his paintings through clag as well as the disturbing nature of distortion and use of colour. Through these three masks I have

experimented w1h different levels of distortion and colour schemes to create this disturbing effect. Additionallg, I further

embraced his stgle bg creating 3 similar get different faces in homage to his famous tript$chs.

Forever Young, video, 2 minutes

A series of images of mg grandfather, spliced with images of mg parents and their children Ime and mg sistersJ.

This ties in with the CHANGE focus in artworks 3,4 and 5. ltook all photos and video. The speed of the video is

deliberatelg slowed and speeded up. lt's mostlg black-and-white but colours and some distortion and grain are

added to emphasize focus at specific points. There is no soundtrack.

3 Nepalese Foothills, 59.4 x 84.1 cm. [30 5 cm " 6 cm photographsJ Digital Photographg.

This photographic joiner has photographs organized in a grid and has an obvious thematic and stglistic relationship

with artwork 1. This also depicts multiple views of a single scene taken when I visited Nepal as part of a CAS trip.

Again, this stgle and technique are inspired bg the work of David Hockneg and his joiners. With this work I designed

restructured multiple views of a flowing scene of countrgside and village into thirtg 6 x 5 cm photographs.

Maze, Acrglic on Canvas, 80 x 120 cm

lnspired bg the sgmmetrg of the columns at the Universitg of Glasgow, l'm looking at geometrical sgmmetrg and

shadow efiects. A goung girl leads a shadowg figure through a maze of columns. The onlg trace of the girl is a slight

f igure in the back of the painting and a red handkerchief in the foreground. The shadows falling from the columns add

another dimension of mgsterg to the scene.

A Night in Zurich, Acrglic on Canvas, 60 x 100 cm

Based on a photograph that ltook on vacation, this painting depicts the Limmat River in the centre of Zurich. I

experimented with paint texture in this painting, having a difiering technique for the skgline, water reflections and

skg. The water reflections are fluid, similarto an lmpressionist painting, while the skgline has a crackled black paint.

The night scene gives the citg a tranquil and serene appearance, capturing the moment in between dag and night.

A Universal Fear, Scraperboard, 35 x 28 cm

lnspired bg "An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump" bg Joseph Wright of Derbg seen in London's National Gallerg, I

incorporated the central figure of the scientist, but added a gas mask to hide his face, echoing the theme of the fear

of modern science, which Wright used in the original work. The 'toxic'sgmbol and the pollution inside the glass tank

fit with current fears of science.

http://wwwnationalgallerg.org.uk/paintings/joseph-wright-of-derbg-an-experiment-on-a-bird-in-the-air-pump

The exhibition is the phgsical culmination of two gears'hard work. Celebrate it.

You could have a reception to celebrate gour achievement!
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Practica I considerations
It is impoftant to remember that your exhibition space (the space where
the exhibition is presented) will not influence the assessment of vour
work. You will not be put at a disadvantage in any way because of tt.
space available for you to exhibit in.

Schools are diverse with a range of geographic and socio-economic
circumstances, and physical resources.

some schools have semi-professional gallery spaces on campus; other
schools will use school halls, gymnasiums or classrooms/arfrooms to
display student work. Some schools do not have enough space for a full
simultaneous. exhibition of all students.

If lack of space at your schoor is a problem, it may be possibre for you to
exhibit in an external gallery. Some schools have u..ung.-.nts in place
with local galleries. Alternatively, there could be a series of consecutive
shows. For example, three of four students could put their work up for a
few days then take it down so that another group of students can put up
their displays for a few days, and so on.

once the space has been decided you should review the possibilities of
the space and the kind of art rhat will be displayed with other students
and your teacher. The division of space should be more or less :quitable,
but needs to also take into account such things as the size and scope of
individual student work, the need for wall versus the need for floor (or
plinth) space or access to power outlets.

Exhibition spaces need not be self-contained. ,,satellite,, exhibitions
might include site-speciflc work, such as a mural, installation'r
sculptural pieces elsewhere on the school campus. sometimes site-
specific works or exhibitions purposely exhibited in unconventional
spaces can be effective in relation to the overall intentions, as long as the
work can be properly documented for digital submission.

once you know where your space is you should consider how you will
arrange and display your work to best effect within that space.

clean, neutral walls are preferable. Do not try to decorate the space to
the detriment of the artwork itself.

You may be considering including interactive pieces. If so, this should be
Iinked with the mention of the viewer in the curatorial rationale.

Y Eightviews of exhibitions can be
seen on peges 139-141.
Some show a somewhat crowded
exhibition area, with verg little space
available and artworks taking up
almost all of the wall space. }ther
photos show a more spacious
exh i b iti o n e nvi ro n m e nt with cl e a n
neutral walls. 0f course the qualitg
and amount of exhibition space
available varies from schoolto
school, but reme mber that the
examiner will not judge the qualitg
of the space.The examinerb focus
will alwags be on the studentb
intentions and qualitg of the work
with reference to the assessrnent
criteria.
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Consider these Practical
ideas for disPlaging work.

Hanging sPace: if there

are insufticient walls in

the exhibition sPace,

additional hanging sPace

could be created.

Displag panels: these can

be hired, or inexPensive

displag panels can be

made. Panels can be

joined with steel mending

plates in lines or at right

angles with an aPProPriate

right-angled bracket.

Hanging hardware:

gallerg-stgle hanging

tracks and hook sgstems

are useful and versatile;

picture hooks are equallg

effective.

Plinths: simPle wooden

boxes, painted in a

flat neutral colour, or

clean tables are ideal

for displaging three-

dimensional work'

Digital submission of the exhibition

Your exhibition is assessed digitally' You and/or your teacher will

photograph your artworks and upload digital files td the IB. Ptrotographs

of the exhibition as a whole will also be uploaded, although these will

not be directlY assessed.

Examiners win view the digital files to moderate, uphold or adjust marks

awarded by your teacher (who will award you a mark initially as your

exhibition is internally assessed) ' Remember that your teacher's mark

can be adjusted after moderation has taken place'

For the exhibition submission, still or moving images can be uploaded'

Yourartworkshouldbecapturedinwhateverelectronicmeansismost
appropriate for the selected art-making form'

A two-dimensional artwork, for example' might be best captured

throughastillphotograph,whileathree-dimensionalartworkmightbe
best captured througl a short film recording' Lens-based' electronic or

screen-based artwoik such as animation' however' might call for other

file types.

All work submitted must be clear and present your work appropriately'

As images will be viewed on monitors' large image files at a high

resolution are not needed, but the image should be big enough to fill a

computer monitor at 72 pixels per inch'

Where possible, you are encouraged to take ownership of the upload

pro."rryorrrself.Thiscanbeademandingprocessanditisvitalthatyou
get it right, so make sure you follow the relevant upload guidance' make

sure the work is captured exactly as you want' presented as you want'

and uploaded in the order that you want'
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The two exhibition photographs
In addition to the photos of individual artworks, you should include two
photos of the exhibition as a whole. This is a great way to get a sense of
size and scale, and demonstrates the way that you want the audience
to see the work. These photographs show your understanding of the
context of the exhibition and the scope of the works.

o The photographs should only show the artworks that you are
submitting for assessment.

o The photograph should not show the work of any other students, or
artworks made by you that are not submitting.

o The photographs should not show any people (so you should not
be posing in the photo with your favourite artwork, or showing the
audience admiring your art).

o The views should be clear and unobstructed.

Film

Sometimes one view is not enough to accurately show everything. For
example, if you are submitting a sculpture and a single image does not
do the work justice, you could make a fllm of the work or submit a

series of images of the work in a film format. Alternatively, you may
have worked with film or animation.

lmages should be saved and

submitted with a minimum

width of 1,000 pixels and

a maximum width of 1,500
pixels. This will provide an

image that comfortablg fits
a standard computer screen

while holding enough detail
for an examinerto be able to
enlarge it, and will help to keep

the final file sizes smaller.

Remember that the file formats
and f ile sizes that are deemed

acceptable mag change from

session to session. You need

to check with gour teacher for

the most up-to-date upload

information before fou upload

gour work.
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Photographing gour exhibition artworks
Your exhibition artworks may include a wide range of ideas and formats.
Some exhibitions consist of only two-dimensional art, but increasingly
students are exploring other alternatives, for example, film and
installation.

Think about the best way of documenting your exhibition - would film
be a more successful format?

Some of your artworks may require careful consideration in this context.
What about performance art? Films you have made? Installation art? For
these you could include a film clip of the work and a still image.

Files can include still or moving photographic documentation of
artworks. Check with your teacher if you are unsure about acceptable

file types for the upload.

Advice on capturing three-dimensional artwork
Three-dimensional works such as sculpture or installation work can be

successfully documented in either still photography or short video files.

o Video files allow for a virtual walk around a sculpture in the round.
This can be successfully achieved in situ, such as'the exhibition
space, as distractions in the background tend not to be confused with
the sculpture with the camera moving around the sculpture. Plain,

neutral backgrounds will still give better results. The camera operator
should film at a fixed focal length and distance from the work and
slowly move around the piece.

o Additional footage of details of the work can be shot in separate takes

and then edited together.

r Film the work from a consistent distance.

o When filming, be mindful of reflective and transparent surfaces so as

to avoid the reflection of the camera and operator in the shot.

For still photography, the photographer needs to be mindful of
the background, as well as the sculptural form itself. Objects and
architectural elements of the exhibition space can become distracting
or confused with the sculpture itself, so where possible, it is best to
photograph sculpture against a plain neutral background.

Check that the image is correctly colour-balanced; check the white
balance for both still photos and fllm clips.
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